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Future Exascale architectures will likely make extensive use of computing accelerators such as Field Pro-
grammable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) given that these accelerators are very power efficient. Oftentimes, these
FPGAs are located at the network interface card (NIC) and switch level in order to accelerate network op-
erations, incorporate contention avoiding routing schemes, and perform computations directly on the NIC
and bypass the arithmetic logic unit (ALU) of the CPU. This talk explores just such a heterogeneous FPGA
architecture in the context of two kernels that are driving applications in leadership machines: the 3- D Fast
Fourier Transform (3-D FFT) and Asynchronous Multi-Tasking (AMT). The machine explored here is a Data-
Vortex system which consists of conventional processors but with programmable logic incorporated in the
memory architecture. The programmable logic controls the network and is incorporated both in the network
interface cards and the network switches and implements a contention avoiding network routing. Both the
3-D FFT and AMT kernels show compelling performance for deployment to FFT driven applications in both
molecular dynamics and density functional theory.
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Future Exascale architectures will likely make extensive use of computing accelerators such as Field Pro-
grammable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) given that these accelerators are very power efficient. Oftentimes, these
FPGAs are located at the network interface card (NIC) and switch level in order to accelerate network op-
erations, incorporate contention avoiding routing schemes, and perform computations directly on the NIC
and bypass the arithmetic logic unit (ALU) of the CPU. This talk explores just such a heterogeneous FPGA
architecture in the context of several kernels that are driving applications in leadership machines.
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